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GFAA Newsletter 
                March 2019 

� 
 

From the President  

Hi All, 

Since the last Newsletter we have had a GFAA Executive 
meeting and as an organisation striving to put ourselves in 
front of our member anglers and keep you all well informed, 
we have asked the States for permission to send you direct 
the Newsletter we are producing. Hopefully shortly we will 
be able to let you all have it sent direct. 

We are sending another team of Juniors to New Zealand this 
year to fish the Bay of Island International Yellowtail 
Tournament out of Russell. Two years ago, our juniors won 
Champion Team and Angler so it is great to have 4 of our 
young anglers entered again. We wish them much success, 
and congratulate Kevin Oates on his ongoing commitment 
to our Juniors.  

We are in the process of organising the Johnno Johnston 
Memorial Australian International Billfish Tournament and 
its sponsors. If you would like to be a sponsor please contact 
me. It is a light tackle event which is out of Yorkeys Knob in 
Cairns from September 11th to 15th. This is your tournament 
so please try to get behind it and try and fish it. The AIBT is a 
qualifying tournament for eth Offshore World 
Championships in Costa Rica in 2020.There is the Fitzroy 
Island Tournament the weekend before so you could fish 
two tournaments in Cairns in 10 days. 

Parks Australia has announced the successful applicants to 
be on the Marine Parks Advisory Committees for each park 
around Australia. We have four of our members that were 
successful, and I will let you know who they are in the next 
newsletter. This is after many years of involvement by a 
number of our members, so it is great to have 
representation for game fishing and recreational fishing 
Australia wide. 

I hope you will enjoy reading your Newsletter and we look 
forward to keeping you posted on what’s happening 
throughout Australia in the game fishing world in the next 
Newsletter issue. 

Doug Sanderson 
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State News 
State News is compiled with a different state heading the section in each edition. 

 
Queensland  
 
Ian Bladin GFAA Executive – Queensland South 

South Queensland’s light tackle season has been one of the best in years, not only for 
numbers, but also longevity. The juvenile black marlin showed up reasonably early and 
although there were a couple of quieter periods, there are still good numbers of fish 
around as we head towards April, which is something of a rarity. The spread has been 
great too, with fish being tagged everywhere from the top end of the Sunshine Coast to 
the southern end of the Gold Coast.  
The black marlin have been very healthy and many have given anglers a good workout.  
 
Every bit as pleasing has been the good 
numbers of table species around as well, 
with Spanish mackerel and wahoo finding 
their way into many chill boxes during days 
on the water. By the way, both make great 
sashimi, a fillet off the shoulder works best, 
leave it to set in the fridge until the next day 
and make sure you have plenty on hand, 
because it won’t last long!  
 
The summer tournament scene provided the 
usual mixed bag, as weather is always a 
factor we have to contend with. This is 
especially so in February, which is 
traditionally when the Southeast trades are 
at their peak. Although we didn’t see them as 
prolonged as usual, they did provide a few 
challenges, but all in all most events were 
run, generally with good numbers of entrants and more than enough fish to keep 
everyone fired up. 
 
One issue is causing considerable concern at present. The Queensland Government has 
decided to relax the restrictions that had long been imposed on the Stout Whiting 
Fishery. Originally the operators were restricted to a minimum depth of 40 meters and 
to remain north of Caloundra, however those restrictions have been removed. The 
operators are now able to access areas within one mile of the coast and all the way 
down to the NSW border. It is a relatively small fishery, however the potential impact on 
the bait stocks and traditional juvenile marlin aggregation areas along that part of the 
coast is huge and could very well wipe out the baitfish and effectively end our summer 
season of light tackle fishing. Rest assured plenty is being done to have this decision 
overturned. 
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Queensland North 
 
John Munro - Committee Member Yorkeys Knob SFC 
 
Cairns Offshore  
Over the last month there have been some 
great opportunities to get out on the reef and 
the 7-day weather report is looking amazing, 
just about every day is 10 knots maximum. 
From the reports coming in this past few weeks 
there have been some awesome catches when 
bottom fishing. Captain and owner Tim Sparks 
of GBR Sportfishing has put his clients onto 
numerous red emperor, nannygai and plenty of 
reef fish and many local fishos have enjoyed 
similar success. Using a paternoster rig with a 
sinker to match the tide run and location and 
two sets of circle hooks with pilchards and or 
squid for bait is definitely the best rig to use, 
others have had success using large plastics 
with a large enough jig head to work, something 
around the two or three ounce does the trick. 
 

In closer to the reefs coral trout have 
been caught in good numbers 
providing a great feed for anglers, 
whilst in close to the reefs Captain and 
owner Jason Legg of Topwater 
Sportfishing has been putting his 
clients onto the exciting heavy hitters, 
the GTs!! They have been caught and 
released in big numbers here in Cairns 
over the past few months and if you’re 
lucky enough to join his charter or 
doing it from your own boat you are 
going to need some serious gear. 
Braid, around the 100lb mark and 
leader over the 120lb is a must to try 
and tame these beasts, surface 

poppers and stickbaits are the weapons of choice for most anglers chasing the GTs.  
 
We are still a few months away from the marlin season here in North 
Queensland but if it is anything like last season, we should see some 
good numbers again. The GFAA and QGFA are hosting the Yorkeys Knob 
Sportfishing Club - AIBT Light Tackle Tournament to kick off the season. 
This is a qualifying event for the 2020 Offshore World Championships. 
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Other local fishing clubs, Cairns Game Fishing Club and Innisfail Game Fishing Club will 
also be holding their annual competitions. For all dates and information about local 
fishing clubs and competitions jump onto “North Queensland Fishing and Boating” 
Facebook page for the constant updates. 
 
Estuaries and Beaches 
Again, it’s been a 
big few weeks on 
the mighty yet 
elusive 
barramundi, 
mangrove jacks 
and threadfin 
salmon with some 
good-sized fish 
caught. The Inlet 
has been working 
best and simply 
casting along the 
edges of 
mangroves and 
off branches of the main rivers has been hard to beat although some of the rocky 
headlands do produce big fish with a noticeable difference since the netting has stopped. 
 
Barron River and Trinity Inlet should be firing for mud crabs after the recent rain this 
past few weeks. Whilst mud crabs aren’t hard to catch if you live in North Queensland 
they choose to feed when tides are running hardest try placing pots at the start of a tide, 
try all of the deeper holes throughout the river and other rivers and creeks. We should 
also notice the prawns around with the recent weather and these can be easily caught 
using a cast net. 
They provide a 
great feed for 
locals willing to put 
in a little effort. 
 
Please be safe out 
on the water, be 
careful when 
fishing close to the 
reefs and enjoy 
fishing with your 
family and friends 
and respect bag 
limits and have a 
great time. 
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South Australia 
 
Rolf Czabayski - SAGFA President  
 
The SAGFA Annual general Meeting was held on 24th November in Adelaide.  
 
Elected office bearers are: 

President Rolf Czaybaski Treasurer Rolf Czaybaski 
Vice President Steve Morris GFAA Executive Ralph Czaybaski 
Secretary Alex Czaybaski   

 
The Game Fishing Association of S.A. has new Office Bearers for the next two years, in SA 
every club has a turn in running the Association for a term of two years, this time the 
Office Bearers came from the GFC of SA. President : Rolf Czabayski (Sen), Secretary: 
Alexandra Czabayski. The past two years was completed by the Adelaide GFC Club with 
John Marsh the SAGFA President, well done John I hope I can keep up the good work. 

The three clubs in SA are going well, the Adelaide Club had just their AGM and elected a 
brand new committee, we all wish them well. The next big tournament will be held at 
Coffin Bay from the 19th- 26th April. More details are available on the Club Facebook page. 

The Port MacDonnell Offshore Angling Club will have their yearly competition again in 
May, dates and entry forms can be found on the clubs website. 

The Game Fishing Club of South Australia is going well and just finished their Peter Teakle 
Wines 2019 Port Lincoln 
Blue Water Classic. For the 
first time, to attract more 
participants, included was a 
non-lineclass section, with 
cash prizes every day of 
fishing for the heaviest and 
runner-up game fish. 
Hopefully it will attract more 
members in the near future. 
 

Award winners:                                                                                                                                                      
Galaxy Star was the only 
boat to fulfil the four criteria 
to qualify for Champion Boat 
and Team (skippered by Rolf 
Czabayski (Sen)). The 
Champion Angler was Scott 
Sinclair who fished on 
Galaxy Star and also had the 
four criteria. All are 
members of GFC of SA. 

Champion Boat and Team over 25ft: 
Galaxy Star. From left  Rolf Czabayski 
(Sen), David Koschinski, Scott Sinclair. 
Behind Ralph Czabayski (Jun) presenter 
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The Highest Scoring Boat 
and Team in the Trailer 
Boat Section was Just a Girl, 
Skippered by Tracey Tito, 
the Highest Scoring angler 
was Amanda Whitehorn. All 
Members of the Port 
MacDonnell Offshore 
Angling Club.                                                  
  
 For more details and other 
section Winners see the 
Game Fishing Club of SA 
Website.                                                          

 
 

The Game Fishing Club of SA received a 
package with two beautiful trophies from NSW 
Fisheries Tagging section. Rolf Czabayski (Sen) 
was awarded Top Tagging Angler and his 
previous boat “Broadbill” Top Tagging Boat for 
Tuna Combined for 2017/18.  

The Game Fishing Club of SA was approached 
by the Salisbury Council earlier this year to 
organize and run a Family Fishing day event for 
$10000 on 14th April 2019 in conjunction with the Salisbury Council yearly promotional 
events. A family sports and games day called “Salisbury Plays”. This event in conjunction 
with the Council was also to help in removing, or at least reducing the European carp 
population that is prolific at the moment in the Salisbury Councils “Mawson Lake” man-
made wetland area. The whole day is also being run to help promote this area as a family 
friendly area for such social events in the future. 

From left Presenter Ralph Czabayski, Champion 
Angler Boat over 25 ft, Scott Sinclair 

Highest Scoring Team: Trailer Boat - Just a Girl - 
from left Helen Trowbridge, Amanda Whitehorn, 
Tracey Tito. Behind Presenter Ralph Czabayski, 

Highest Scoring Angler, Trailer 
Boat: Amanda Whitehorn    
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Tasmania  
  
John Edwards - President TGFA 
 
Mako mania has prevailed in Tasmania this year with record high temperatures, record 
low rain falls and record breaking fish captured.  
 
The year kicked off with the St Helens Game Fishing Club and the Game Fishing Club of 
Northern Tasmania working together to bring about the Tamar Marine Shark 
Tournament fished out of the beautiful north eastern coast port of St Helens. 130 anglers 
in 41 teams set out in light conditions for a successful day with 26 captures recorded. 12 
of which were tagged and released and 14 weighed, with the largest tipping the scales at 
just over 355kg.  
 

The most notable capture however was that of Smallfry Lincoln Philpott from the GFCNT, 
a mako pulling the scale down to 217.4kg. Lachlin battled this fish for over two hours on 
15kg line. An outstanding achievement for a young man who since capturing his first 
competition mako just over 12 months prior to this one. Lincoln has taken every 
opportunity available to him at home to enthusiastically get harnessed up in his stand-up 
gear and practice his technique, reeling in all sorts of weights available even including his 
brother on occasions just for a bit family fun. Supervised  and coached of course by dad, 
GFCNT Tag Coordinator Torin Philpott. His devotion and dedication paid dividends as this 
capture now stands as a pending State, National and IGFA record. We wish Lincoln good 
luck with the claim as it travels through the process.         
  
Competition moved further south on the east coast on the Australia Day long weekend 

with The Tuna Club of Tasmania hosting the 
Spot On Fishing / Shimano Australia Day 
Shark and Gamefish Challenge. 
 
Once again light weather conditions gave 
rise to some outstanding captures for the 
18 teams competing. Five mako sharks were 
weighed in and another five tagged and 
released keeping teams busy together with 
several tuna tagged and released. 
 

Notable captures from this tournament 
were Smallfry Angler Jack Donovan with 
110.60 kg Mako Shark captured on 37 kg 
tackle, a pending State and National record 
and Justin Rigby, adult male angler with 
104.60 kg mako shark on 10 kg line, a 
pending State record. 

Lincoln Philpott 
wearing his “Like a 
Boss”  T shirt 
standing with his 
pending IGFA 
record mako. 
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February has been a lean month for tuna on 
the East coast. A heartening sign for a great 
southern bluefin season ahead has been the 
arrival on the south coast of a run of large SBT 
having pushed through from the west. No 
better capture than that of Helen O’Neill fishing 
with TCT member Jonah Yick at the famous 
Pedra Blanca Rock. Jonah set out to gather a 
gut sample for some CSIRO scientific work and 
they landed a 120kg unit for their effort.  
 
Swordfish 
season has 
kicked into 
gear with a 
couple of 
notable 
captures out 
of Eagle Hawk 

Neck in February. None better than Marc Lagerewskij 
with his 319.7kg broadbill swordfish captured on 37kg 
tackle. This capture is also a pending national record 
and makes for an exciting lead up to the Tasmanian 
Broadbill Championship to be held in late March at 
Eagle Hawk Neck, and run by the Sports Fishing Club of 
Tasmania. 

Jack Donavan with 
his pending state 
record mako 

Justin Rigby - 
pending state 
record mako 

Helen O’Neill 
with a barrel 
SBT from 
Pedra Blanca 
Rock 

Marc Lagerewskij 
with a  prized 
swordfish 
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Victoria 
 
Anton Vogiatzis - President GFAV  

 
 

Autumn is always an exciting time for us here in Victoria. The weather settles and 
becomes milder and the transition between the summer and winter fishery sees an 
increase in fishing opportunities along our coast line. Marlin on the east coast have been 
fantastic with boats reporting multiple striped 
marlin. Some boats even getting into double 
digit figures. 17 striped marlin in a day would 
certainly be some record in Victorian waters. 
World class fishing by anyone’s standards.  

Some trends in fishing seem to come and go 
but it looks like the catch and release and 
more importantly tag and release is growing. 
Early in the Victorian gamefish season we had 
more tags handed in for yellowtail kingfish 
than we have for entire seasons. Increasing 
angler interest in these hard fighting brutes of 
the sea coupled with an interesting concept 
competition by the Victorian Game Fishing 
Club has certainly encouraged anglers to 
contribute to science. 

The VGFC ran a month long tag and release 
tournament open to all affiliated anglers 
fishing Victorian waters with an online format. 
Anglers submitted photos of the fish laying  
on a specific brag mat then emailed to the 
club.  Seventeen fish were recorded.   

Southern bluefin tuna have been on many 
people minds especially in the south west of 
Victoria sinceearly as January. Good reports 
have filtered through and a resurgence of 
SBT in central waters between Barwon Heads 
and Port Welshpool seems to be a regular 
occurrence over the last few years. Even 
bluefin schools mixed with yellowtail kingfish. 
Exciting to be able to target these fish 
launching a boat within an hour of the CBD. 
We Look forward to seeing what else the 
season will bring! 

Bill Milonas shows of a thumper of a kingfish, 
taken on a live squid slow trolled on over an 
inshore reef. 

 

Sam Powell and Peter Goode had a hot session 
launching from Warrnambool hooking 29 SBT 
Tuna ranging from 10-24kg with 22 tagged and 
released, 2 kept and the others earned their 
freedom 
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WOLGFC female small fry angler 
Chloe Dance proudly showing off 
her pending Victorian record SBT 
of 18.20kg on 15kg line, the 
summer SBT have been in good 
numbers in the south west 

Links – Right click on logo to visit the state website  

 
 

GFAA 

 

 
 

Northern Territory New South Wales  

 

Queensland  

 
 

South Australia  Tasmania  

 
 

Victoria 

 

Western Australia 

 

Juniors Facebook 
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Western Australia  
 
Peter Coote - Secretary WAGFA 
 
Southern Waters 
The last few months has been frustrating again for game fishers in the southern part of 
the state with cool water and the warm, southbound Leeuwin Current having little 
impact. In fact, the Leeuwin current appears to have split sending warm water close 
along the coast carrying mackerel south with the other side of it being more than 50nm 
to sea. The two metropolitan marlin events raised and hooked up to a couple of 200kg+ 
blue marlin, but none was brought to a boat. A broadbill swordfish caught overnight 
won the Perth GFC event. Signs of an improvement are there, and hopefully warm water 
will turn up in autumn as it often does. This has been the second successive year with 
limited pelagic action, although surprisingly, southern bluefin tuna being caught are 
much larger than those expected. Still small by the eastern seaboard’s standards at six 
to ten kg, they are twice the size typically seen in late summer and autumn. 
 
Longtail Tuna 
This valuable recreational only species has had a 35tpa 
allowance for commercial fishers to take as bycatch from 
trawlers mostly in the Shark Bay area. A new canning facility 
has been built near Fremantle and has sought expansion of 
the commercial take to bolster the productivity of the plant.  
 
Recfishwest was asked to support an increase in TAC to 250 
tpa, which they did subject to strict conditions. WAGFA was 
invited to make a submission and, with the help of GFAA 
thoroughly reviewed the situation, ultimately opposing the 
proposal but leaving the door open if more information and 
further stringent conditions were accepted.  
 
The joint GFAA/WAGFA proposal was submitted to 
Recfishwest who support our stance and who have forwarded 
our position to AFMA for consideration at the TTMAC meeting 
in April. GFAA is committed to ensuring longtail tuna can 
continue to be designated as recreational only and managed 
primarily for recreational fishers for the longer term. 
 
Economic Dimensions of Recreational Fishing 
On 6th March at an industry function attended by WA Premier 
Hon. Mark McGowan, Fisheries Minister Hon. Dave Kelly, Recfishwest Chairman Tim 
Bray and Recfishwest CEO Andrew Rowland, and described as a great day for 
recreational fishers all across the state, a report titled "Economic Dimensions of 
Recreational Fishing in Western Australia" undertaken by respected WA economists was 
released. The report aimed at quantifying fishers’ annual expenditure and reaffirming 
the economic value of recreational fishing to our state.  
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CEO Dr Andrew Rowland was quoted as saying that “At Recfishwest we always wanted to 
understand how much money recreational fishers inject into the state’s economy every 
year. This study, the first of its kind, was funded from fishing licence money through the 
Recreational Fishing Initiatives Fund and was completed in late 2018. 
The contribution to our economy will come as no surprise to most of us, given the 
amount of our hard-earned money we are prepared to spend to chase that fish of a 
lifetime. We need only to think about how many times we have bought lures and gear 
that we don’t really need, or how many fishing trips we go on with friends and family 
each year. Every week it seems I am spending money on my boat, buying more gear, 
picking up bait, ice or putting fuel in the car for the next fishing expedition. Have you 
ever wondered how much money you spend on fishing? Imagine if the state’s other 
750,000 fishers spent as much on fishing as you do? 
 
Today Recfishwest along with the West Australian Premier Hon. Mark McGowan and the 
Fisheries Minister launched this report which shows just how much rec fishing in WA 
matters. The economic study calculated West Aussies spend a whopping $2.4 billion on 
fishing every year! This is the new baseline for recreational fishing value, as long as 
fishing experiences are protected and enhanced this figure will continue to grow. 
Recfishwest will continue to ensure that fishing gets the recognition it deserves and that 
decision makers are made aware of how important our pastime is to the state’s 
economy.” 
 
The breakdown of recreational fishing spend by region is:  
Gascoyne region - $27.5 million spent a year  
Goldfields region - $146.6 million spent a year 
Great Southern region - $45.8 million spent a year  
Kimberley region - $184.1 million spent a year 
Metropolitan region- $1.1 billion spent a year 
Mid-West region - $76 million spent a year  
Peel region - $217.2 million spent a year 
Pilbara region - $189.8 million spent a year 
South-West region - $305.6 million spent a year  
Wheatbelt region - $42.9 million spent a year. 
 
Further details of the announcement and study can be downloaded from 
https://recfishwest.org.au/catch-the-stats/  

 
GFAA Website – call for images 
 
GFAA is in the process of reviewing its website to a provide a more attractive, lively 
and accessible site for all members to visit. Expected to be on line in mid-June, your 
association is asking members who have images that they would like to see 
included on the website (with appropriate recognition) to be submitted for 
inclusion. These images can be of anything related to the association, fish – any and 
all game species, people, destinations, research and even humour. 
 

Please send images in jpg, tiff, bmp or png format by email to: 
secretary@gfaa.asn.au 
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New South Wales  
 
Grahame Williams OAM, GFAA Life member,  
GFAA Executive Officer, NSW. 
 

It has been a busy tournament fishing season in NSW, getting started in August with the first 
sanctioned tournaments. 
Sydney GFC 
The Sydney GFC Geoff Woolley Monster Mako Tournament. 26 boats participated in the two-
day event held out of the Club at Watsons Bay. The catch included 46 mako, 21 blue, three 
whaler and two thresher sharks. Out of the total 72 sharks caught during this event, 64 or 
89% were tagged and released. Captured sharks ranged in size from a 70kg thresher shark 
to a 190kg whaler shark. The mako sharks captured ranged from 118 to 183 kg. 

Wollongong Open 
The second event of the season was the Wollongong Open. This was planned to be a two-
day event in September but was cancelled due to a gale force wind warning. This event was 
rescheduled to be run as a one-day event out of the port of Port Hacking on 27 October. 19 
boat fishing crews participated in the one-day event. The catch included 3 mako and one 
each of blue, tiger sharks, mahi, skipjack (striped) tuna and blue marlin. All were tagged and 
released except for the tiger shark which weighed 108 kilograms. 88% of the catch were 
tagged and released.   

Jervis Bay GFC 
The Whitesands Tournament run by the Jervis Bay Game Fishing Club was the last event for 
2018 held on the first weekend of December, which were rescheduled dates due to bad 
weather. 16 crews fished this 2-day event, unfortunately fishing on the second day was 
cancelled due to a gale force wind warning.  Results included three yellowfin tuna, two 
albacore and one each of mako shark, short bill spearfish, striped marlin and mahi mahi. 
There were two captures including a 93kg mako shark on 24kg line and one mahi mahi that 
did not meet line class. All others were tagged and released. 

Batemans Bay GFC 
The next tournament on 19th and 20th January was the Batemans Bay Tollgate Island Classic. 
There were 45 boats participating in this two-day event. There were 38 striped marlin, 12 
black marlin, 8 mako sharks and 14 mahi mahi tagged and released. Two fish were 
captured, a Smallfry male weighed a 92.5kg striped marlin caught on 24kg and a senior male 
weighed a 124kg striped marlin also on 24kg. 

Botany Bay GFC 
The same weekend Botany Bay GFC Held the Bill Heyward Memorial Tournament out of 
Botany Bay. It was well attended with 33 boats for the two days. 10 striped marlin, 5 black 
marlin, 20 mahi mahi, two blue, three tiger and a hammerhead sharks were tagged and 
released and 10 yellowtail kingfish measured and released. No fish were weighed. 

Bermagui BGAC 
BBGAC held the Bluewater Classic on the 26th – 28th January with 79 boats entered. 28 
striped marlin, two black marlin, two mako sharks and three mahi mahi were tagged and a 
yellowtail kingfish measured and released. Fish weighed were a 139.9kg tiger shark on 24kg 
line and a 287.8kg tiger shark on 24kg line. 
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Ulladulla GFC 
Ulladulla held the Jess Sams Tournament on the 1st – 3rd February.  The 43 boats entered 
tagged and released 23 striped marlin, 21 black marlin, 6 mahi mahi and 4 mako sharks.  
There were no captures. 

Lake Macquarie GFC 
Also on the first weekend of February, Lake Macquarie GFC held the Big Fish Bonanza. with 
38 boats entered. Three each of blue marlin and short bill spearfish, two each of black 
marlin, whaler, hammerhead, and blue sharks, four mahi mahi and one yellowtail kingfish 
were tagged. One striped tuna and three yellowtail kingfish were measured and released. 
Fish weighed included a 295kg tiger shark on 15kg, a 166.5kg blue marlin on 37kg and a 
24kg spearfish on 15kg. 

 
Newcastle and Port Stephens GFC 
NandPS GFC held the Garmin Billfish Shootout on the 16th -17th February, a week before the 
scheduled start of the NSWGFA Interclub Championships. 166 boats entered. There were 8 
striped marlin, 9 black marlin, 24 blue marlin and 11 spearfish tag and released and a 214kg 
blue marlin on 60kg weighed. 

Eden GFC 
EGFC held their tournament on the 16th – 18th February with 20 boats entered.                                               
26 striped marlin, six mako sharks and four mahi mahi were tagged and a 90.5kg striped 
marlin on 24kg line weighed. 

NSWGFA Interclub Championships 
The eagerly awaited 2019 Interclub were due to be fished from the 21st - 24th February out 
of Port Stephens. 133 boats entered with nearly 600 anglers representing their clubs with 
three boats per team. Individual trophies for anglers and boats are awarded with the main 
trophies being the Club Championships based on the combined score of the boats in each 
team in both the tag and release and the capture categories which are scored separately.  

The NSWGFA Executive had everything in place for the start on the 21st, however the 
weather and seas were not playing their part. Thursday saw the Lyndy Grieves Memorial 
Ladies Day get underway in less than favourable weather with only 13 boats venturing out 
to sea. Due to the conditions only two fish were tagged and released. A Junior Female 
tagged and released a shark which won her the junior section trophy which included a Gold 
Marlin with chain necklace. Leanne Hoff, the daughter of Lyndy Grieves, fishing with her 
husband Garry and crew from LMGFC put in a fabulous effort out on the shelf in really bad 
conditions. She tagged and released a striped marlin winning her the ladies’ trophy which 
also included a gold marlin with chain necklace. 

During the day the NSWGFA put on the Bluewater Expo at Wests Diggers Club, the 
headquarters for tournament functions and the briefing. All the sponsors were given display 
booths to display their products to anglers when they came to the club for drinks, signing on 
before the briefing which is mandatory. Also picking up the boat bags with over $200 worth 
of goods in each bag and then later on food and free drinks at the Presidents Shout. 

At 7.30pm the briefing got under way with NSWGFA President Garry taking the stage and 
advising all that the Tournament Committee which consists of the NSWGFA Executive had 
discussed the weather conditions for the next 3 days noting that the swell was over 2.5 
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metres and getting bigger due to the cyclone off the south Queensland Coast. The seas and 
strong winds coming from the south and a current of 3.5 to 4 knots coming down the coast 
was making everything out at sea a real mess. The decision by the Committee to 
disappointingly abandon the tournament which was the first time ever in its 50-year history.  

It was also announced that due to the abandonment. There was over $35,000 worth of 
prizes that would not be won. The decision was to have a boat draw for all so the boats and 
crews would get something for their effort of entering and attending the Expo and briefing. 
The decision was applauded by the crews, taking some weight of the committee members’ 
necks. The boat draws took place over the next hour after which approximately 400 anglers 
and the NSWGFA Executive adjourned to the weigh station for the President’s shout which 
included food, again at the expense of NSWGFA. All up NSWGFA had given approximately 
$65,000 worth of product back to the skippers and anglers. Oh well, there is always next 
year. 

Newcastle GFC 
The next tournament on the calendar was the Newcastle GFC on the 9th–10th March, the East 
Coast Classic held out of the NCYC in the Port of Newcastle. 55 boats entered including one 
for the NSWGFA Representative Junior Team which I sponsor as well as NSWGFA. This year 
my friend Harry had also organised the IBIS Hotel in Newcastle to help with sponsorship by 
providing three rooms and all cooked breakfasts complimentary for three nights for the four 
juniors, myself plus Harry and our deckie Arman. Harry brought his 40ft Caribbean “Nemo” 
up from Port Hacking on the Friday ready to fish the Saturday and Sunday of the 
tournament. I met the juniors and their parents at the IBIS. 

After the parents left, we settled into the junior’s room and had a team meeting where they 
were introduced to each other and were presented with their NSWGFA Certificates of 
Achievement plus team shirts, a NSWGFA Team bag full of fishing gear. The Juniors selected 
for the team were Taj Newcombe from Kiama GFC, Harley Meneghel from Canberra GFC, 
Ralph Chapman from Broken Bay GFC and James Dunn from Lake Macquarie GFC. Team 
shirts on, we then all went down to the marina where the boys met Harry and Arman on the 
boat. Harry went through the safety gear and all the features and gear fitted to the boat. 

The seven of us then went up to the club for drinks and dinner before the briefing which 
started at 7.30pm. After being introduced to all we then retired for the night. An early start 
next morning then down to Nemo and out to sea. Once out the heads for live bait then out 
to the shelf. The result for the day was a tagged and released blue marlin of approximately 
90kg on 15kg, on a lure to Ralph Chapman taking just over an hour to tag. It was Ralph’s first 
blue marlin. It cost his father $200 which he had told Ralph he would reward him with if he 
caught a blue. Back to the marina to hand in the paperwork, then to the club for dinner and 
the night function organised by NGFC.  

At the evening’s function the four boys were called up and presented with a Penn Reel each 
courtesy of Mitch from Pure Fishing who are the Penn distributors in Australia. Thanks to 
Mitch, Pure Fishing and Penn. The results for the day were announced; we had the leading 
Junior and the team were running equal second in the overall boat point score. 
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An early getaway on Sunday with more live bait and then off to the Newcastle FAD where we 
caught a mahi mahi, then to the shelf until 5pm. Unfortunately, that was it for the day fish 
wise, so a quick trip back to the marina where we had all the boys assist in scrubbing down 
the boat and tidying up before their parents arrived to take them off our hands back at the 
hotel. It was a great time for us all, the juniors all thrilled with representing NSWGFA and all 
the things they had received.  

 

The final results of the tournament had Nemo 11th overall team and Ralph third placed 
junior noting the winning team only caught three small black marlin on 10kg, and the two 
Juniors in front of Ralph only caught a single black marlin each, however they were on 10kg 
so scored higher than Ralph’s on 15kg. 

Statistics for the tournament were 14 black, two striped marlin and 11 blue marlin, two each 
of blue and mako sharks, five mahi mahi, six short bill spearfish all tagged and released. Fish 
weighed were two blue marlin, the heaviest being 149.3kg, a tiger shark and a nice 73kg 
yellowfin tuna. Five skip jack tuna were measured and released. 

Special thanks from me to David Teasel, President, Scott Morris, Secretary and all the 
Committee and Members of Newcastle GFC for inviting the team to fish their tournament, 
providing us with great berthing and facilities and for the encouragement of the Junior Team 
members.  
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Northern Territory 
 
 Bruce Simpson - President NTGFA 
           
NTGFA Summer Report 
I’ll call this a summer report because we’ve been robbed and we’re looking to our east 
for the culprits. Our so called wet season has failed to deliver this year and we are set 
for the driest season on record while our mates over in Queensland went through some 
of the heaviest rains and flooding seen in over 100 years, we wish them well in the 
recovery efforts but as I type this, Mother Nature is set to unleash Cyclone Trevor on the 
western side of the Gulf in the Borroloola 
region in the coming days and we wish 
them well.  
 
What it has done is kick off the blue water 
fishing season early for those in the Darwin 
region, this time last year there was nothing 
to be found but just last weekend we saw 
great numbers of fish being tagged off the 
coast of Dundee including a unbelievable 
run of micro marlin making themselves at 
home in the spreads of local teams. 
 
Just last weekend alone saw Flippin’ Bills go 
9-9-6 on sailfish and 5-5-4 on micro black 
marlin, Quest for Cortez fished two days off 
Dundee with the team going 4-3-2 on day 
one with a sailfish and a black marlin. They 
fished the next day to return with 9-8-6 , two 
black marlin and four sailfish. Meg II had a 
mental session going 5-4-2 on sailfish and 
10-8-8 on small black marlin with the 
youngsters tagging a few themselves which 
is great to see. So as you can see by those 
stats the fish are hungry in Darwin right 
now! 
 
New Darwin resident Murray Knyvett got his 
first taste of the fishing on the west coast 
also finding many small black marlin with 
stats of 13-9-6. Teams are slowly finding that 
they can fish with smaller lures with great 
success and keep them away from the 
mackerel that can cause so many issues to a 
spread of baits and lures. I believe this is 
seeing the increased catch rate of marlin.  

Michelle Zamolo 
from team Bluebone 
with a micro Black 
Marlin est 4kg 

Ken Roderick with 
his daughter Ayva 
onboard 
Bluebone with a 
sailfish 
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Three years ago you’d have been told you were mad for even trolling a lure up here so 
it’s great to see teams adapting as Darwin GFC prepares for it’s third Billfish Bash 
presented by Anaconda Darwin with a total prize pool of over $11,000 for the teams. 
The total number looking to break over 30 teams and the club is excited to see if they 
can break their record on fish from last year with 56 fish tagged over two days. 
 
March marks the end of the “Wet 
Season” and also the end of the 
extended Million Dollar Fish 
season four. This year hasn’t seen 
the numbers of fish captured that 
other years have, with only six 
tagged fish being recaptured so 
far, but ithe good news for all is 
that the ”million dollar fish” from 
seasons one up to four will stay 
active until the start of season 
five. So that means if you’re 
planning to head north to escape 
the cold this winter, pack your 
trusty rod and you’re in with a shot of landing a fish of a lifetime. Five barramundi, one 
in each region, those being Katherine, Darwin, Tiwi Islands, Kakadu and Arnhem Land 
are swimming around out there and will be still active in the competition right across 
the dry season so be sure to register. 
 
Meanwhile on the east coast, the Nhulunbuy 
Regional Sports Fishing Club has been very busy 
over the summer and continues to enjoy some 
great community involvement from the 
youngest juniors through to seasoned adults. 
The Club has been running junior fishing clinics 
and competitions for many years and has hit on 
a very successful format that continues to attract 
interest and membership. Junior fishing clinics 

are held the 
weekend 
before 
each school 
holiday period and juniors are invited to fish during 
their holidays, coming together the week after 
school resumes and enjoying a presentation 
evening with a show and tell photograph/video 
presentation along with prizes and meritorious 
awards to reward their efforts. The Club averages 
50 juniors each holiday competition and enjoys 
many repeat anglers. 
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In it’s 15th year, the Airnorth Ladies Fishing Classic continues to be the largest event 
coordinated by the Nhulunbuy Regional Sports Fishing Club.  
 
The 2019 ALFC event saw 41 teams 
comprising of 105 lady anglers and 6 
Junior ladies compete in the 2-day 
competition. Weather conditions could 
only be described as perfect and every 
team was very busy out on the reefs, in 
estuary waterways and from popular land 
based locations.  863 point scoring fish 
were recorded in this measure and release 
event, with 26 out of the 34 species caught 
over the weekend. 
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Kevin Oates - National Junior Tournament Coordinator 
 

Well fishing was a little slow over December, but January and February have seen a 
significant increase in activity with some great results coming through the data base. 

In the west, our usual stars, Chloe and Jessica Hornhardt along with club mate Max 
Grasso have recorded many tagged, measured and captured fish. They are certainly 
keeping the State Recorder busy in WA. Lochlan Turrell from the Perth GFC also tagged 
some tiger sharks in WA.  

In the NT Joey Selvy from the Darwin 
GFC measured and released 9 brassy 
trevally, it’s great to be able to report 
on new entrants getting amongst the 
fish, well done Joey. 

In North Queensland, Emmi Roberts 
and Brody Hyytinen from the Weipa 
GFC have both measured and 

released some nice barramundi, Emmi also 
tagged a queenfish. Most of the other 
action in Queensland was along the 
sunshine coast region, Tyler Barnes tagged 
three black marlin, a sailfish, mahi mahi, 
wahoo, cobia and also weighed in a black 
marlin of 58.55kg landed on 10kg line.  

Ben Massurit and Bryce Bartleson from the 
Sunshine Coast GFC have both been 
extremely busy with Ben tagging 11 black 
marlin and Bryce four black marlin. 

In New South Wales quite a few anglers 
have been busy especially with the 
extraordinary marlin bite in the southern 
coastal waters in February. 

Brody McKay tagged three striped marlin 
and a mako shark whilst Bermagui angler, 

Emmi Roberts' barramundi 

Kaitlyn Schofield 
– striped marlin 
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Kaitlyn Schofield 
tagged 13 striped 
marlin and a 
mako shark. Also 
visiting the region 
were some 
“Mexicans” from 
Victoria  also did 
well, with Damian 
Sandy tagging 3 
striped marlin, 
and his brother 
Matthew tagging 
four striped and a 
black marlin. 

New South Wales 
angler Mia Wright 
was visiting Lord Howe Island and really enjoyed her trip tagging 22 whaler sharks. Oska 
Davis on the Central Coast also tagged several mahi mahi on light tackle, obviously 
getting in practice for the GFAA Junior Team fishing New Zealand in June. 

In Victoria the Warrnambool anglers have been out chasing southern bluefin tuna with 
Martin Oosthuizen and Chloe Dance getting amongst them, Martin tagged one while 
Chloe weighed in a pending 
record fish for a Smallfry female 
angler at 18.2kg on 15kg line 
class. She also tagged a blue 
shark. 

In Tasmania Zara Nelson tagged a 
mako shark estimated at 90kg 
while the highlight catch for the 
summer was made by Smallfry 
male angler Lincoln Philpott who 
landed a mako shark tipping the 
scales at 231.8kg landed on 15kg 
line class, wow what a great fish. 
Congratulations on a top effort 
Lincoln.  

To keep up to date with the 
Tournament, check out our bi-
monthly reports in BlueWater 
Magazine 

Damian Sandy – 
striped marlin  
aboard Amokura 

Lincoln Philpott 
– record mako – 
St Helens 
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New Australian and World Records 
 
Compiled by Peter Babarskas GFAA recorder 
From 3rd November 2018 to 21st February 2019 – All are salt water records except where shown. 
 

Category Species 
Line 
Class 

Angler Weight State Status 

Male 
1000 lb 

Tiger Shark 24 Andrew Pattie 464.50 NSW Australian 

Junior 
Male 1000 
lb 

Tiger Shark 37 James Dunn 469.00 NSW Australian 

Junior 
Male 

Narrow barred 
Mackerel  

8 Ryan Meads 20.64 QLD Australian 

Male Gold Spot Trevally 8 James Gorham 9.90 WA Australian 

Junior 
Female 

Broad Barred 
Mackerel  

2 Jessica Hornhardt 5.88 WA Australian 

Junior 
Female 

Shark Mackerel 
2 Jessica Hornhardt 2.52 WA Australian 

Junior 
Female 

Sailfish  6 Jessica Hornhardt 22.54 WA Australian 

Junior 
Male 

Yellowfin Tuna  60 Max Hardy 82.00 NSW Australian 

Male 
1000 lb 

Tiger Shark 37 Andrew Pattie 455.50 NSW Australian 

Male Black Marlin 4 Will Tomlinson 73.40 QLD Australian 

Small Fry 
Male 

Kawa Kawa Tuna  2 Max Grasso 6.24 WA Australian 

Male 
Land 
based 

Whaler Shark  60 Geoffrey McEwan 160.00 NSW Australian 

 
Notes on Record Claims 
 
Recently there has been much discussion on the authenticity of catches submitted for record 
claims, the rules are simple: 
 

Regulations governing record catches – Witness to catch (GFAA Game Fishing 2019 Journal P 62): 
 

1. On all record claims, witnesses to the catch are highly desirable.  Unwitnessed catches 
may be disallowed if questions arise regarding their authenticity. 

2. It is important that the witnesses can attest to the angler's compliance with the GFAA 
Angling Rules and Regulations. 
 

To avoid disqualification of catches, as much evidence as possible of the capture should be 
submitted with the claim. This should include statements by independent witnesses and GoPro 
or similar video imaging.  
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Marine National Parks 
This is a position statement jointly issued by GFAA, ARFF SIA and AFTA 
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New Zealand National Championships 
 
Kevin Oates – Nationa Junior Coordinator 
 
An Aussie Perspective  
Kevin and Sharon Oates have fished the Bay of Islands for the past 23 years enjoying 
what is some of the best striped marlin and yellowtail kingfish fishing in the world.  
 
Each year in February, the game fishing clubs throughout New Zealand compete over an 
8-day period fishing for a variety of fish on all line classes in their elite National Titles. 
From striped tuna to big eye tuna, shortbill spearfish to blue marlin, snapper, kahawai, 
yellowtail kingfish and numerous species of shark are all targeted in various regions of 
the country. In 2018, 443 Teams (1483 
anglers) from 40 Game Fishing Clubs around 
New Zealand competed in the competition 
and it was expected approximately 1500 
anglers were again participating this year. 
My wife Sharon and I have fished the 
National Titles on and off over the past 20 
years having won the International Team 
section on a number of occasions. 
 
Again this year, we fished on board the boat “Diomedea” skippered by well-known angler 
and personal friend David Franks departing from the port of Whangaroa. David has 
owned the boat for over 30 years and did a lot of his deckhand learning in Cairns, Tahiti 
and Hawaii in the 80’s. He fished on numerous game boats in Cairns including the late 
Johnno Johnson’s boat and he did his Penn International Reel Servicing Accreditation 
under the late Jack Erskine.  
 
Day one of the tournament turned on fine 
blue skies, a temperature of about 35 
degrees, with a gentle swell and a current 
running hard to the south at 1½ knots. We 
towed a variety of lures south east of 
Whangaroa, just east of the Cavalli Islands in 
120m of water. We were occasionally 
accompanied by large manta rays and sunfish 
doing flip flops in the ocean. A quiet day on 
the water fishing until 5:20pm when the short 
right lure got smashed, all we could see was 
white water and a large white belly. When it 
realised it had been hooked this 125-130kg 
striped marlin took off peeling yards of 24kg 
line off the spool. Sharon got it back to the 
boat on numerous occasions, but it just 
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wanted to perform and carry on like a pork chop. Eventually it tail wrapped itself so time 
was of a matter of urgency to get it in, Sharon upped the drag. On my first attempt to 
trace it the 600lb mono was humming and I had to let go but on the second it rolled over 
and the trace released from his tail, he was now heading in the right direction. With a tag 
inserted, we took photos and watched him swim away. Yeehaa we were on the board. 
 
For the next few days the weather was kind to us, but the fish were scarce, then the 
weather Gods decided too much of a good thing was not acceptable. The wind blew up 
and the rain arrived, some New Zealander’s were blaming us Aussies for bringing it over, 
but they were reminded we were fishing the islands of the Long White Cloud. 
 

David wanted Sharon to experiment with my 
new 6kg bent butt outfit to be used in June at 
the Bay of Island International Yellowtail 
tournament. She grabbed a black and silver jig 
from the cupboard and had a practice run, 
thank goodness there was a hook in the jig as 
her third drop yielded a kingfish of 9.7kg on 
6Kg line:  beauty, more points. 
 
Numerous other boats were getting some 
good numbers of striped marlin with a few 
double hook ups being landed to the north 
east of Whangaroa trolling live skipjack tuna. 
We changed tactics and also towed live bait 
amidst the rain and swells, we got makoed one 
day losing bait, hook and half the leader. Then 

on Friday, day 7 the mako sharks were at it again but this time the circle hooks worked a 
treat with both of us tagging two of the makos and even retrieving the hooks from one. 
They were about 90 and 110kg. 
 
On the last day we tried again for yellowtail kingfish, but the current was too strong to 
hold position for baits, Sharon managed to jig 3 tiddlers that we free released as they 
were undersize. 
 
Off to the marlin grounds where we towed live baits again, at 9:40 we spotted a striped 
marlin eyeing off my bait, shortly after he was hooked, and I was in the chair. After 50 
minutes we had it at the side of the boat, Sharon inserted the tag while David held the 
trace, photos were taken, and the fish was released. 
 
Another bait in the water and it was still my turn, within five minutes I was on my second 
for the morning, this fellow was not happy peeling off 400m of line, I gave him lots of 
stick and we had him tagged and released within 18 minutes.  Bring on the marlin I say 
but I think I spoke too soon. We towed baits until 4pm and called it quits heading back to 
port to hand in tags and have all our gear checked. 
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Some interesting rule changes made this year required all tagged fish to be 
photographed showing the tag in the fish, then the photo including one of the tag card 
had to be texted or emailed to the Club recorder for recording. We found it a bit 
daunting trying to hold a mako on mono trace hoping he didn’t shake too much and 
break free before the happy snap could be taken but it all worked out. 
 
A thoroughly enjoyable week and highly recommended for anyone who would like to fish 
along this pristine coastline. Being able to anchor up in coves of an evening having 
dinner, watching the stars and satellites pass over enjoying a drink with friends is 
unforgettable. 
 
Interim results have “Team Diomedea” coming 2nd in the Overseas Team section on a 
count back. 
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 Special Interest Item 
 
Club Profile - Gold Coast Game Fishing Club 
– 50 years and Growing - Andrew Dunbar GCGFC 
 
The Gold Coast Game Fishing Club is the largest club in the Queensland Game Fishing 
Association and has stood the test of time throughout the highs and lows of the Gold 
Coast and global economy. The Club will celebrate its 50th anniversary next year, which 
is an exciting milestone for any club, and to have some of the members from the early 
days still actively involved in the Club today is an absolute privilege. With a consistent 
membership over 330 and a fleet of over 100 boats the Club boasts great support, both 
on a social basis and through the significant fishing activity of the membership.  
 
The Gold Coast is blessed with a pelagic fishery that is arguably world class with both 
heavy and light tackle species following a seasonal trend based on the Eastern 
Australian Current. Access to sea through the Gold Coast Seaway offers a generally safe 
bar crossing which is an easy run from most of the local marinas and high-quality boat 
ramps. Many of the Cairns Charter fleet see the Gold Coast as a great place to have a 
break as they traverse their way up and down the east coast. The boat ramps at the 
Sundale Bridge and Broadwater Parklands provide excellent access to large trailer boats 
with floating pontoons and multiple lanes. Runaway Bay Marina is adjacent to our 
Gamebase and is one of many well serviced marina facilities available in the area. 
 

This year we have had one of the best years in many with the run of juvenile black 
marlin providing exceptional fishing at times for many of our members. Several boats 
have had days of 20 plus fish when the conditions have really turned it on. The beauty of 
this fishery is that it is accessible to smaller trailer boats when conditions suit, which 
opens the experience to many families that are able to share the sport across multiple 
generations.  
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Our club heavily promotes the involvement of our juniors as the future of the sport, in 
particular we have several of the juniors that actively help out at working bees, 
tournament events and club meetings. This active participation and interest in the club 
stands not only our club, but the sport of game fishing in good stead for the. 
 
The seasonal nature of the black marlin fishery provides excellent enjoyment during the 
summer months; however the ultimate test of game fishing exists just a few extra miles 
east off the edge of the continental shelf. The blue marlin fishery off the Gold Coast 
provides the challenge to every angler and skipper on a consistent basis all year round, 
with many highly experience skippers and anglers suggesting the grounds off the Gold 
Coast as being the “Best Blue Marlin Fishery in the World”. Now this is a big claim, 
however when the fishing is good, days of double figures on blue marlin have been the 
reward for many experienced crews. It is no surprise that many of the most successful 
charter boats and crews regularly call the Gold Coast home when the Cairns season is 
finished, with the Gold Coast Game Fishing Club being home to many of the most 
experienced skippers and crewman in the sport.  
 

For anyone planning a trip to tackle the blue marlin fishery a simple post on our 
Facebook page will get the inside information on whether the fishing is hot or not. From 
past experiences November has always been a highly consistent period for numbers of 
blue marlin, with size mostly between 100 and 250kg however there have also been 
many big fish caught with fish over 300kg tagged and released. 
 
Whilst catching game fish is our ultimate joy as members of a game fishing club, the 
most prized yet under-estimated value as members of a club, is the ability to share and 
gain the knowledge of many of the more experienced members. The consistent growth 
that the Gold Coast Game Fishing Club has experienced over the years has been 
founded upon the ability to create a place where our members can get together, share 
stories, enjoy each other’s company and find a general sense of community within the 
club. 
 
An integral part of this story revolves around having a venue that we can call our own, 
and the Gold Coast Game Fishing Club story heavily revolves around our home 
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“Gamebase” situated at Runaway Bay Marina. The club built the clubhouse during the 
early years, however through a number of events the Club lost the access to the building 
we had worked hard to create. After many months of tireless work from several of the 
Clubs Life Members, Gold Coast Game Fishing Club has now regained our “Gamebase” 
and we are now full steam ahead in completing renovations to bring the building back to 
be our home. 
 

The other aspect of our club community has been the progressive reliance on social 
media as a communication tool. Our club has endeavoured to embrace the technology 
to provide a wide-reaching experience to the membership and to encourage others to 
get involved in the sport and our club. By using this avenue, we have managed to raise 
the club’s profile to an international audience, and we use this to provide greater value 
and support to our sponsors and club supporters. The work involved in providing these 
communications takes significant effort and without the efforts of several of our more 
tech savvy committee members the growth we have seen over the past year would not 
have been possible. As a club we would highly recommend taking a progressive view to 
the use of this communication method as we have seen significant benefits to our club 
as a result. 
 

As with any club, the efforts undertaken by the management committee often get 
overlooked, however as a reality it takes a huge commitment from the team to deliver 
successful outcomes to the members on a consistent basis. We are blessed with several 
long-standing committee members that make this process seamless and this allows new 
members to the management team to develop their experience along the way. The 
importance of having a balance of experience and new ideas within the management 
committee helps to maintain the fresh outlook for the club. 
 

The largest effort required is the planning and running of our three tournaments each 
year which requires an exceptional amount of effort behind the scenes. 
 

o October sees the real start of our season with a one-day shootout event based at 
our Club facilities at Runaway Bay. The event is run as a low fuss event and generally 
attracts 30 boats and 120 anglers with the most consistent species being blue and 
striped marlin with often a good mix of by catch if the currents are consistent.  

o January is the prime black marlin time and our Light Tackle Masters is perfectly 
timed to take advantage of the conditions. It is well supported being situated in the 
school holidays and attracting many families to the Gold Coast. The tournament 
attracts a mix of trailer boats and larger game boats with up to 45 boats attending 
with over 200 anglers. The tournament is held over two days and often sees the 
smaller boats do very well, as the fishing grounds are a short run from the Gold 
Coast Seaway.  

o Our Heavy Tackle Tournament is held in late April or early May which is typically our 
premium blue marlin time. The tournament is fished off the continental shelf of the 
Gold Coast and attracts boats from up and down the east coast, with anglers willing 
to test their skills against the toughest fish in the ocean. Ironically this tournament 
has been won by several trailer boats over the past few years, as the market for high 
quality pocket game boats is well and truly alive with our competitors. 
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Our tournaments provided a great opportunity to visiting clubs to share in the great 
fishing and sense of camaraderie that the club provides. Our two major tournaments 
are run out of the Southport Yacht Club marina at Main Beach, which provides an 
excellent location to berth and share all the stories and has all the facilities under one 
roof that we require including good food and cold beer. 
 
Gold Coast Game Fishing Club would like to extend the invitation to any members of 
GFAA to come along and enjoy what we have to offer on the Gold Coast. We would be 
more than happy to help get more people fishing our local waters and help to share our 
passion for the sport with others. Please contact us if you are up this way.  
 
Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/groups/257738694845/ 
Website https://gcgfc.com.au/ 
  

Clockwise from above - the Gamebase club house at 
Runaway Bay, a collectible early model club cap, the view 
from offshore. Southport Yacht Club 
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Contributions  
 

Would you like to share your club’s or members’ news or achievements?  

Clubs and members affiliated with GFAA are encouraged to contribute to the next issue 
of the GFAA newsletter. Articles of a general or specific nature in Word format with high 
resolution images are welcome. GFAA reserves the right to edit content but will always 
return for approval before publishing.  Email to secretary@gfaa.asn.au   

Contributors  
 

Thanks to those who contributed to this issue: Peter Babarskas, Ian Bladin, Leyland 
Campbell, Peter Coote, Peter Cox, Andrew Dunbar, John Edwards, Darren Hendrie, John 
Munro, Kevin Oates, Sharon Oates, Bev O’Sullivan, Doug Sanderson, Bruce Simpson, 
Anton Vogiatzis and Grahame Williams. 
 

GFAA Newsletter Subscriptions  
 

     CLICK HERE to subscribe for to be sent to you direct from GFAA.  Insert in your name, 
club and preferred email address.  GFAA undertakes not to use, share or retain any 
subscriber information for any purpose other than the delivery of this Newsletter. 

 

Advertising  
 

Here’s an opportunity for you to offer your business or products to more than 8500 
GFAA members throughout Australia. 
 

Insertions 1 2 
Full page 250 450 
½ page 130 230 
¼ page 75 125 
1/8 page 45 70 
 
All advertisements must have artwork supplied and a 
separate log for free inclusion elsewhere in the Newsletter 
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